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Time to Be a Hero

The epic Chinese classic and phenomenon published in the US for the first time! Featured in io9's 2019 Fall Preview. Set in ancient China, in a world where kung fu is magic, kingdoms vie for power and the battle to become the ultimate kung fu master unfolds, an unlikely hero is born in the first book in the epic Legends of the Condor Heroes series by the critically acclaimed master of the genre, Jin Yong. After his father—a devoted Song patriot—is murdered by the Jin empire, Guo Jing and his mother flee to the plains of Ghengis Khan and his people for refuge. For one day he must face his mortal enemy in battle in the Garden of the Drunken Immortals. Under the tutelage of Genghis Khan and The Seven Heroes of the South, Guo Jing hone his kung fu skills. Humble, loyal and perhaps not always wise, Guo Jing faces a destiny both great and terrible. However, in a land divided—and a future largely unknown—Guo Jing must navigate love and war, honor and betrayal before he can face his own fate and become the hero he’s meant to be. Legends of the Condor Heroes A Hero Born A Bond Undone A Snake Lies Waiting A Heart Divided

7 Ways to Be Her Hero

You don’t have to be a super-parent to be a hero to your kids. All it takes is love, motivation and a workable plan. Josh McDowell and Dick Day offer a six-point, biblically-based plan for positive parenting that will set you on the path to being a hero to your child.

How to Be a Hero

A hilarious high-stakes fantasy adventure about friendship and bravery set in the world of the Norse Gods for fans of How to Train Your Dragon from debut author Cat Weldon.

How to be a Hero

Nelson is a superhero with an embarrassing problem... He can't fly very well and he's been ordered to attend remedial flying school.
If he doesn't pass the class he'll lost his superhero license and have to work at the weather bureau. But a class in remedial flying is just the beginning of his problems. His girlfriend thinks he’s self-obsessed, and his mom won’t get off his case about not living up to the family legacy. When Nelson is framed for a crime and sent to the Defining Center of Adjustments, the sinister warden Pretty Boy will challenge everything he thought he knew about being a hero. If Nelson can’t get his act together and realize that what makes a superhero isn’t the costume, but the actions the superhero takes, he might lose more than his career. He might lose his life and everyone important to him.

**Learning How to Fly**

Favorite DC Super Friends demonstrate how being a hero is more about doing the right thing than dressing in a costume or using special powers.

**How to Be a Hero**

Metrosexuals and macho men might come and go, but one thing that is always in fashion is a hero. From ancient Greece to modern superhero movies, heroes have shaped their world, overcoming adversity and injustice, saving lives and sometimes sacrificing their own, and in the process winning (and breaking) hearts everywhere. Think James Bond, Clark Kent or any dashing fireman. Every man wants to be a hero - and now every man can. Learn what do in any emergency, how to save cats from trees, fix a flat tire, make the perfect cocktail, rescue a damsel in distress, perform the Heimlich maneuver and leap buildings in a single bound (well, not so much the last one). Witty, clever and packed with really useful information, this indispensable guide will help any man become a true knight in shining armour. Sam Martin is the best-selling author of How to Mow the Lawn, How to Keep House and Bringing Up Baby. He lives in Austin, Texas, with his wife and his two sons. He currently works fulltime as a freelance writer, editor and modern hero.

**How to Be a Hero**

Be a Hero challenges the Body of Christ to be enlisted in the battle for mercy and social justice. It opens with God's interaction in the affairs of men and His plan to redeem the ‘invisible’ people through justice, mercy and compassion. Setting the stage theologically, the authors then unveils the great exploits of those who have gone before us and the impact that they made in their own times and on their own culture. Practical steps are offered to the reader to empower them to make a difference in their world.

**Hero**

**The Hero Is You**

Once upon a time, there was a nice boy and his name was Gideon. He lived in a nice house, and he had nice parents and lots of toys.
But Gideon wasn't satisfied. He wanted to be a hero. You know, a hero, with his name on the front page of the newspaper. That sort of thing. So how does anyone get to be a hero, anyway? Heroes have to be strong. Heroes have to be brave. Heroes have to be clever. Don't they? With wry humor, Florence Parry Heide and Chuck Groenink explore how we choose our idols in a witty story that leaves it to readers to decide the real nature of heroism. Plus, this is the fixed format version, which looks almost identical to the print edition.

**Looking for a Hero**

"Based on the screenplay 'Blame it on the train, Owlette."

**Be a Hero**

"Every Child Can Be A Hero" is an uplifting story about a little boy named Tommy who enjoys helping others. Tommy learns that there are many different types of heroes and that someone doesn't have to save someone's life in order to be someone's hero. Inspired by true events.

**You Don't Need Superpowers to Be a Kid's Hero**

A hero is someone who performs an act of outstanding bravery, valor, strength of character or other quality worthy of note. Someone might be considered a hero based on his or her acts or qualities. Acts are isolated events, which are limited in time and space; qualities are traits of a person's character and last over time. In this book we will be focusing on those qualities, given that the aim of the book is to point readers who want to live like heroes in the right direction and not just to focus on fleeting instances of heroism. This book is different in two ways. Firstly, it is interactive - it will require the reader to behave in response to what he or she reads. Secondly, the book is as deep as you, the reader, want to make it. The author is not a hero, and that is exactly why he decided to write this book - as a way to condense his thoughts in note form and to make them easier to go back through.

**Everyone Needs a Hero**

Prince Liam. Prince Frederic. Prince Duncan. Prince Gustav. You’ve never heard of them, have you? These are the princes who saved Sleeping Beauty, Cinderella, Snow White, and Rapunzel, respectively, and yet, thanks to those lousy bards who wrote the tales, you likely know them only as Prince Charming. But all of this is about to change. Rejected by their princesses and cast out of their castles, the princes stumble upon an evil plot that could endanger each of their kingdoms. Now it’s up to them to triumph over their various shortcomings, take on trolls, bandits, dragons, witches, and other assorted terrors, and become the heroes no one ever thought they could be. Christopher Healy’s Hero’s Guide to Saving Your Kingdom is a completely original take on the world of fairy tales, the truth about what happens after “happily ever after.” It’s a must-have for middle grade readers who enjoy their fantasy adventures mixed with the humor of the Diary of a Wimpy Kid books. Witty black-and-white drawings by Todd Harris add to the fun.
Show Me A Hero

Everyone can become a hero. We have an inbuilt program for it, but few choose to activate it or know where to begin. Learn about your inner hero in terms of Jungian and Freudian psychology, creative writing theory, sympathetic magic, NLP, Nietzsche and existentialism. En route, you will discover the horrors of the ultimate jail - the Panopticon. You will stumble through Derrida's method of deconstruction and learn if you are living in bad faith. Is The Matrix the ultimate hero tale, and Neo the supreme hero? How does Bicameralism, Julian Jaynes's theory that gods once "lived" in the right hemisphere of the human brain fit in with the hero archetype? What is the tragic tale of the Lady of Shalott? This is a book in a controversial series by the Pythagorean Illuminati. Do not read this book if you are a "cheap" person, an Abrahamist, a David Icke conspiracy theorist; if you are close-minded, petty, and a "moaner". The world is sick of people like you. Heroes are never whiners and whingers.

Anyone Can Be a Hero

"Your go-to gift for new fathers." — Dave Ramsey, New York Times bestselling author, motivational speaker, and radio host Whether you know it or not, if you're a dad, you'e a hero— that's the message of bestselling author and pediatrician Meg Meeker. Even if you're struggling with all the demands of fatherhood, let Dr. Meeker reassure you: every man has it within him to be the hero father his children need. With simple step-by-step instructions and drawing on long experience—including her work with the NFL's Fatherhood Initiative—Dr. Meeker shows you how to be the father you want to be and your children need you to be. Discover why fathers are even more important to their children than their mothers are; why your children want you to be their hero—even if their relationship with you has been strained or distant; and secrets that can help divorced dads, widowed dads, and stepfathers maintain—or rebuild—a strong relationship with their children As Dr. Meeker writes, "If you want what is best for your children—if you want what is best for you—you should strive to be a hero father. In this book, I hope to show you how."

How to Be a Hero

Three children in rural India confront many dangerous obstacles in their search for the holy grail to cure a loved one.

The Making of a Hero

There are obvious kinds of heroes that make the headlines. But there are many other ways of being heroic. This is a fantastic and humorous book of rules with a question and answer game that tells you how to be become a hero.

What It Takes to Be a Hero

The future of our schools depends on leaders who can foster every day heroism in others. This doesn’t require supernatural powers. It requires a willingness to be intentional in building heroes in our communities who are ready to take on the demands of the future.
You Don’t Need Superpowers to Be a Kid’s Hero will help you create the climate that produces these heroes. It includes: · Training ideas for leadership teams · Instruments for gauging progress · Practical steps for building courage into practices · Practical strategies to help navigate the complexities of creating an extraordinary school · Hero building stories from the field

Every Child Can Be a Hero

Introduce the young reader in your life to the inimitable, expectation-destroying, glass ceiling-shattering, world-saving female Super Heroes of the Marvel Cinematic Universe, from Captain Marvel and Shuri to Gamora, Black Widow, Nebula, and more, in this beautifully-illustrated picture book aimed at the young reader set. Fans of all ages will be thrilled by this adventure that celebrates the strength, intelligence, and ingenuity of the women who are vital to MCU’s best stories, distilled into a child-friendly package.

Unleashing Your Hero

We Need Heroes, Heroes don't have to be famous or rich or powerful. Heroes are simply people who do the right thing, whether it's in front of millions or an audience of one. The courage to be selfless. The courage to risk danger. The courage to keep a commitment. That’s a hero. Men are often confused by distortions of the media and changes in society. The corrective to these misunderstandings is found in a story of real people in a dangerous situation centuries ago in Israel. In that story Jim Cote introduces us to a man named Boaz who saw a wrong and righted it, who saw a need and met it, who used his God-given resources and talents to become a hero - the kind of hero we can become to the woman in our lives.

How to Be a HERO: from a to Z

What if you could be a superhero with superpowers? This book explores the superpowers of the saints (better known as virtues). With stories illustrating cardinal, theological, and "little" virtues, this comprehensive Catholic virtue training will help children ages 9 to 11 build strong faith to last a lifetime. Using a snapshot from the saint’s life exemplifying the virtue, each short vignette includes a Bible verse, virtue definition, story, questions for reflection and an original prayer to help children develop the specific virtue.

How to Become a Hero

The second hilarious and epic high-stakes fantasy adventure about friendship and how to be a hero, perfect for fans of How to Train Your Dragon.

How to be a Hero to Your Kids

An entertaining investigation into the biology and psychology of why we sacrifice for other people. Researchers are now applying the lens of science to study heroism for the first time. How do biology, upbringing, and outside influences intersect to produce altruistic
and heroic behavior? And how can we encourage this behavior in corporations, classrooms, and individuals? Using dozens of fascinating real-life examples, Elizabeth Svoboda explains how our genes compel us to do good for others, how going through suffering is linked to altruism, and how acting heroic can greatly improve your mental health. She also reveals the concrete things we can do to encourage our most heroic selves to step forward. It’s a common misconception that heroes are heroic just because they’re innately predisposed to be that way. Svoboda shows why it’s not simply a matter of biological hardwiring and how anyone can be a hero if they're committed to developing their heroic potential.

**Man of Honor**

Skye is the storm-tossed comic character out for revenge on the author who murdered his family. Jace is the math-loving #blerd trying to escape his father's deadly legacy. When their worlds collide, Jace must choose between the real world he's always hated, and the comic book world he's always loved - and Skye must decide if killing his author will save his world or damn his soul. This special edition showcases full-color comics illustrated by Annie Chen - creating lines between the real world, and the comic book world for the hero to escape. Inside each copy you will find the unsolved literary cipher of the century, designed by mathematics PhD Daniel Weingard; BECOMING HERO was a semi-finalist in the nationwide cinematic novel competition, and both of the voice actors for the audiobook have won performance awards. Why so meta? Skye's a comic book superhero with a gun in his hand and a gripe against his author. Every girl Skye's ever dated is either dead or trying to take over the world, and in the series finale, Skye's best friend kills him. Or so he thinks. Skye's a comic book superhero with a gun in his hand and a gripe against his author. Every girl Skye's ever dated is either dead or trying to take over the world, and in the series finale, Skye's best friend kills him. Or so he thinks. The weapon meant to disintegrate Skye lands him in his author's universe. With a shot at revenge. Skye, meet Jace. Jacen Howard's a brilliant #blerd math whiz and comics aficionado - but at his West Baltimore high school that's a bad thing, and if the bullying isn't bad enough, Jace's cop-father regularly pisses off the neighbors. Jace doesn't see himself as a hero; he's just trying to survive. Jace might be just the hero Skye needs. But Skye won't open up when Jace tries to ease him out of PTSD, and the author's still torturing his friends. As Skye's mood swings and nightmares escalate, Jace realizes that if he doesn't uncover his roommate's real identity soon, Skye will hurt someone and Skye's still deciding if murder will save his world, or damn his soul.

**How to Be a Hero**

NOW AN HBO MINISERIES Not in my backyard -- that's the refrain commonly invoked by property owners who oppose unwanted development. Such words assume a special ferocity when the development in question is public housing. Lisa Belkin penetrates the prejudices, myths, and heated emotions stirred by the most recent trend in public housing as she re-creates a landmark case in riveting detail, showing how a proposal to build scattered-site public housing in middle-class neighborhoods nearly destroyed an entire city and forever changed the lives of many of its citizens. -- Public housing projects are being torn down throughout the United States. What will take their place? Show Me a Hero explores the answer. -- An important and compelling work of narrative nonfiction in the tradition of J. Anthony Lukas’s Common Ground. -- A sweeping yet intimate group portrait that assesses the effects of public policy on individual human lives.

**How to be a Hero to Your Secretary**
It’s time to be a hero with Catboy, Owlette, and Gekko in this special book based on PJ Masks, the hit preschool series airing on Disney Junior! As Catboy, Owlette, and Gekko know, it’s not always easy being a hero, but through their adventures, they have learned just what it takes to be one. Now fans can learn all about the skills that make the PJ Masks the heroes they are, so readers can take charge and become heroes too! PJ Masks © Frog Box / Entertainment One UK Limited / Walt Disney EMEA Productions Limited 2014

**Captain Marvel: What Makes a Hero**

Heroes are born and bred every single day, and so are bullies. People don't realize that being a bully can backfire because the person you are bullying may turn out to be your hero. For instance, a fire-fighter who was bullied as a kid now pulls you from a fire and saves your home. A nurse or doctor that you once bullied now gives you lifesaving medical care. Soldiers or police officers whom you may have bullied are now putting their lives on the line to keep you safe.

**A Hero Born**

Everyone Needs A Hero: Why can't it be you? This is a must read book to help you find the greatness within you. Whether it stems from battling depression, your journey on personal discovery or any adversity.About the Author:Aimé Mukendi, Jr. aka Sir Aimézing is a motivational speaker, life coach, social media influencer, entrepreneur, blogger and author. He is President of The Shift & Crew, LLC, a SkoVu TV Show host, and President of Morningstar Miracles Foundation, Inc. He has received many awards including being named one of the Changemakers 30 Under 30, an annual awards event that honors some of the most prolific and dynamic young professionals from the Western New York region. Sir Aimézing is a public speaker that inspires audiences across the globe. He is an in-demand speaker for executives, salespeople, educators, community leaders, and other professionals. He advises clients in New York and nationally. He is featured in broadcast and national media. Sir Aimézing speaks at virtual events, conferences, and events nationally. For more information, visit https://siraimezing.com.

**Land of Lost Things**

A book that talks to guys in the way guys talk! "This book should storm into your living room, demand an audience, and become every husband's best friend!" —Rick Warren, pastor and New York Times best-selling author of The Purpose Driven Life "I love Doug Fields! I love how he lives, how he writes, how he makes me laugh, and how he challenges me to grow. You will too. Men, read this book and improve your marriage!" —Lee Strobel, New York Times best-selling author Having a pulse is all it really takes to fall in love. Staying in love is another matter; staying in love requires a plan and some learned skills. "My primary audience for this book is guys (sorry, sneaky ladies)," says author Doug Fields. "I am writing in a way that most men seem to talk and learn." In 7 Ways to Be Her Hero Fields gives, quite candidly, seven very doable actions to transform any marital relationship, guaranteed. It also includes a bonus chapter for guys to read with their wives. So if you want to understand some simple ways to invest in your marriage and be your wife's hero (again), this is the plan!
What Makes a Hero?

Develop, expand, and share your gifts as a leader to inspire others to use their own individual talents in extraordinary ways—from one of the country’s most sought-after motivational speakers with a 30+ year career in franchise development. In Unleashing Your Hero, renowned speaker Kevin Brown shares how the heroes who transformed his life are people just like you. People who stepped up and used their talents to make a positive difference within the hectic moments of everyday life. The same person your employees are looking to and trusting in for guidance and support. Through his real-life examples and stories, Kevin will: Provide you with a new definition of what it means to be a hero who inspires others to rise above and beyond in extraordinary ways. Unpack the four characteristics of a hero, based on the entertaining and enlightening true stories of heroes who entered and forever enriched his life. Help you recognize the extraordinary gifts within you and learn how to share those gifts to make life better for yourself and those you influence. The unconventional yet probable path to business and personal success outlined in Unleashing Your Hero will help you and those you lead build extraordinary, fulfilling, impactful lives—at a time when your employees and your organization need the hero within you more than ever.

How to Be a Hero

This book is for all you awesome boys who dream of being a hero and love to do heroic acts for your loved ones. Learn from Adam how he discovers to become a hero in his very own home.

Be a Hero!

Young or old, every human being has the capacity to do amazing things and to make a positive impact on the lives of others. Written in poetic verse, What It Takes to Be a Hero explores the challenges and joys of being a hero to ourselves and to others. Author and educator Kelly Sipe believes that children are innately born with a belief in the power of the impossible. As children grow older and begin to face life’s challenges, they too often lose this perception. What It Takes to Be a Hero reminds children that their voices are strong, their hands are big, and the choices they make are powerful enough to make a difference in the lives of those around them. Young or old, big or small, it matters not very much at all. There’s no need to look far for a bright hero star. It’s there from the start, a place in your heart. You have the power to be a hero to the people you know or to new ones you meet. At times, being a hero can be quiet. Its being observant and noticing what someone needs before they ask for help. Just be present and you will see, what a gift you can be.

Becoming Hero (Version With Comics)

Conquer writer’s block, love what you write, and finish what you start with this motivational self-care book for writers. Imagine having your own personal mentor—someone encouraging yet honest, who could help you set and achieve your goals, turn your moments of doubt and fear into sources of strength, and discover what you’re truly capable of when you’re at your best. Life coach
and publishing industry veteran Kendra Levin is that mentor. And in The Hero Is You, she can help you do the best writing of your life—and live your best life while doing it. With wisdom drawn from her years as a life coach for writers and behind-the-scenes stories from a panoply of bestselling authors, Levin shows you how to become the hero in the narrative of your own process. Offering a fresh approach to Joseph Campbell’s storytelling archetype, the Hero’s Journey, The Hero Is You includes more than thirty exercises designed to help you reinvent your creative process from the inside out. This book will show you how to: Identify your biggest challenges and render them powerless
Start a project that you love—and stick with it
Design a structure for writing regularly

How to be a Hero

Widely acclaimed as the Vietnam War's most highly decorated soldier, Joe Ronnie Hooper in many ways serves as a symbol for that conflict. His troubled, tempestuous life paralleled the upheavals in American society during the 1960s and 1970s, and his desperate quest to prove his manhood was uncomfortably akin to the macho image projected by three successive presidents in their "tough" policy in Southeast Asia. Looking for a Hero extracts the real Joe Hooper from the welter of lies and myths that swirl around his story; in doing so, the book uncovers not only the complicated truth about an American hero but also the story of how Hooper's war was lost in Vietnam, not at home. Extensive interviews with friends, fellow soldiers, and family members reveal Hooper as a complex, gifted, and disturbed man. They also expose the flaws in his most famous and treasured accomplishment: earning the Medal of Honor. In the distortions, half-truths, and outright lies that mar Hooper's medal of honor file, authors Peter Maslowski and Don Winslow find a painful reflection of the army's inability to be honest with itself and the American public, with all the dire consequences that this dishonesty ultimately entailed. In the inextricably linked stories of Hooper and the Vietnam War, the nature of that deceit, and of America's defeat, becomes clear.

How to Be a Hero (DC Super Friends)

Being a HERO means overcoming tremendous odds through sacrifice, service, and holding to important values. In The Making of a Hero, Linda Moss Mines introduces children to the important values of patriotism, citizenship, courage, integrity, sacrifice, and commitment. This book tells the story of six Americans-Arthur MacArthur (Civil War), George Jordan (Buffalo Soldier), Alvin C. York (World War I), Desmond Doss (World War II), Ray Duke (Korean War), and Dr. Mary Edwards Walker (Civil War)-who were awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor, the highest award given to a member of the armed forces for valor. Each individual showed great courage and bravery in the face of fear, some even giving the ultimate sacrifice with their lives. Through these inspiring stories, children will learn that they, too, can model these values in their daily decisions and in the way they serve those around them. They will realize the potential to make a real difference in their community, country, and world!
When people ask us about ourselves, we usually say something like, "I'm a truck driver," or, "I'm a nurse." That's not WHO WE ARE! That's what we do! We are not what we do! Every HERO has an alias. An alias is a cover to hide our true identities. After all, you don't want Villains coming after your family. Don't confuse your alias with your HERO identity! We are not ouraliases! No! We are much more than that! We go to work every day—it's what we do, but it's not WHO WE ARE! WE ARE HEROES! Don't make the mistake of believing you are your alias! That's not the TRUE YOU! That's just what you do when you're not out TAKING ON THE WORLD! My alias is William Blake Paul, MA. I have twenty years of experience as a Marriage and Family Therapist. I work at a behavioral health clinic, helping adults overcome substance use and helping children learn how to express and manage their emotions. Then in the blink of an eye, I become BILL PAUL, AUTHOR AND PRESENTER. I TRANSFORM lives by RELATING, UNDERSTANDING, and SHARING EXPERIENCES in GENUINE, MOVING, and INSPIRATIONAL ways! I MENTOR HEROES! I AM A HERO! You have an alias. You know very well what it is. You put it on every morning. You wear it throughout the day, like a mask, hiding the REAL YOU. Sometimes, you feel like it is you, but it's not! The real you is the HERO hiding inside, ready to BURST OUT AT ANY MOMENT! NOW is the time to let out the REAL YOU! Do you know who you are—who WHO YOU REALLY ARE? Do you know how POWERFUL you can be? Do you know what you're CAPABLE of doing? Join me as I explore your HERO NAME, your MOMENT OF DISCOVERY, your HERO ORIGIN, your MOTIVATION, your SPECIAL POWERS, your ARCHETYPES, and more. From this moment on, we will FULFILL OUR HEROIC DESTINIES! WE ARE THE HEROES OF OUR LIVES! WE ARE HEROES!

How to be a Hero

FROM ZERO TO HERO . . . YOUR SECRET MAP TO A RICH LIFE What is your true calling and why aren't you already living it? Imagine if there was a map that showed you step by step how to get from where you are now to your true calling and the life you were born to live—the most brilliant, rich, fulfilling, and dazzling life you could ever dream of. You are holding in your hands such a map. HERO is the map for your life. By following the journeys of twelve of the most successful people on the planet today, you'll learn how to use your inner powers to overcome obstacles and to make impossible dreams come true. You'll be inspired to find your own calling and start taking the steps toward making the life of your dreams an everyday reality. Be the hero you are meant to be.

Becoming a Hero

The Hero's Guide to Saving Your Kingdom

Have you ever wished you could receive a little guidance from your favorite book boyfriend? Ever dreamed of being the Chosen One in a YA novel? Want to know all the secrets of surviving the dreaded plot twist? Or maybe you're just really confused about what "opal-tinted, luminous cerulean orbs" actually are? Well, popular Twitter personality @broodingYAhero is here to help as he tackles the final frontier in his media dominance: writing a book. Join Broody McHottiepants as he attempts to pen Brooding YA Hero: Becoming a Main Character (Almost) as Awesome as Me, a "self-help" guide (with activities—you always need activities) that lovingly pokes fun at the YA tropes that we roll our eyes at, but secretly love. As his nefarious ex, Blondie DeMeani, attempts to thwart him at
every turn, Broody overcomes to detail, among other topics, how to choose your genre, how to keep your love interest engaged (while maintaining lead character status), his secret formula for guaranteed love triangle success, and how to make sure you secure that sequel, all while keeping his hair perfectly coiffed and never breaking a sweat.
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